Xcelerator Academy supports customers during their digital transformation journey with a rich portfolio of offerings. Xcelerator Academy memberships enable you to rapidly adopt technology for the comprehensive digital twin with 24/7 access to modularized content and practice labs. With content created by one of the industry's largest and most experienced customer success organizations, Xcelerator Academy members have evolving and engaging learning at their fingertips.

With a membership you can learn at your own pace and consume learning when and as you need it. The extended duration of a membership supports continuous learning and skill enhancement to help you successfully perform your job.

Benefits
- Supports rapid technology adoption
- Frees you from constraints of fixed location and schedule
- Minimizes the forgetting curve
- Increases prospects of successful software implementation
- Provides access to materials that are continuously evolving and being updated

Summary
Xcelerator Academy supports customers during their digital transformation journey with a rich portfolio of offerings. Xcelerator Academy memberships enable you to rapidly adopt technology for the comprehensive digital twin with 24/7 access to modularized content and practice labs. With content created by one of the industry's largest and most experienced customer success organizations, Xcelerator Academy members have evolving and engaging learning at their fingertips.

With a membership you can learn at your own pace and consume learning when and as you need it. The extended duration of a membership supports continuous learning and skill enhancement to help you successfully perform your job.
Xcelerator Academy memberships

Features
• Bite-sized videos to learn at the point of need
• Self-guided practice with the software
• Knowledge checks to measure learning progress
• Ongoing access for continuous learning

Business value
Value is realized from technology when users adopt the solution and apply it to their business processes, which accounts for 70 percent of the overall success of new software deployments. Successful adoption depends on developing the knowledge and skills needed to competently use the software as quickly as possible.

To keep pace with digital transformation, Xcelerator Academy members can minimize process performance risk, accelerate user adoption and secure value by accessing the Xcelerator™ portfolio, the comprehensive and integrated portfolio of software and services from Siemens Digital Industries Software. With Xcelerator Academy, you can prepare for the challenges of today and tomorrow.

*To view today’s Xcelerator Academy memberships visit:
https://training.plm.automation.siemens.com/buy/xam.cfm*